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HIGHER-ORDER FINITE TYPE INVARIANTS OF CLASSICAL
AND VIRTUAL KNOTS AND UNKNOTTING OPERATIONS
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Abstract. Vassiliev introduced filtered invariants of knots using an unknot-
ting operation, called crossing changes. Goussarov, Polyak, and Viro intro-
duced other filtered invariants of virtual knots, which order is called GPV-
order, using an unknotting operation, called virtualization. We defined other
filtered invariants, which order is called F -order, of virtual knots using an un-
knotting operation, called forbidden moves. In this paper, we show that the
set of virtual knot invariants of F -order ≤ n+ 1 is strictly stronger than that
of F -order ≤ n and that of GPV-order ≤ 2n + 1. To obtain the result, we
show that the set of virtual knot invariants of F -order ≤ n contains every
Goussarov-Polyak-Viro invariant of GPV-order ≤ 2n + 1, which implies that
the set of virtual knot invariants of F -order is a complete invariant of classical
and virtual knots.
1. Introduction
In this paper, we discuss on higher-orders of filtered invariants which are complete
invariants of classical and virtual knots and whose filtration was introduced by us
[7] recently. In particular, we show that the set of virtual knot invariants of F -order
≤ n+ 1 is strictly stronger than those of F -order ≤ n. Here, we say that a map is
a complete invariant if it distinguishes any pair of (virtual) knots.
Traditionally, a (classical) knot is a smoothly embedded circle in R3 and a virtual
knot is a stable equivalence class of an image of a regular projection to a closed
surface Σ of an embedded circle in Σ×I, where I is an interval that is homeomorphic
to [0, 1] (for the definitions of classical knots and virtual knots, see Section 2 and
for stable equivalences as above, see Carter-Kamada-Saito [1]). It is known that
virtually isotopic classical knots are isotopic.
In 1990, Vassiliev [21] introduced a filtered invariants by a standard unknotting
operation, called crossing change. For Vassiliev invariants, in 1990, Ohyama [14]
introduced a notion of n-triviality and, in 1992, Taniyama [20] generalized it to
obtain a notion of n-similarity. If a knot K is n-similar to another knot K ′, then the
value of Vassiliev invariant of order ≤ n−1 of K equals that of K ′. In 1990’s, Habiro
[6] gave a notion corresponding to a generalized notion of n-similarity, introduced
Ck-moves, and showed that the same Vassiliev invariants of order ≤ k − 1 if and
only if they are transformed into each other by Ck-moves. Goussarov independently
proved a similar result [4].
In 2000, Goussarov, Polyak, and Viro [5] introduced another order and filtra-
tion by another unknotting operation, called virtualization, for classical and virtual
knots and using their theory, then we have another framework to obtain concrete
Key words and phrases. finite type invariants, knots, virtual knots, unknotting operations,
virtualizations, forbidden moves.
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Vassiliev invariants via dual spaces generated by oriented chord diagrams, called
arrow diagrams. We note that the set of invariants of Goussarov, Polyak, and
Viro implies a complete invariant of classical and virtual knots. In this paper,
each virtual knot invariants given by Goussarov, Polyak, and Viro is called a finite
type invariant of GPV-order. In 2017, we introduced finite type invariants of F -
order of virtual knots and a notion that corresponds to n-similarity, using another
unknotting operation forbidden moves, where, in 2001, Kanenobu [9], and indepen-
dently Nelson [13] showed that forbidden moves give an unknotting operation. In
this paper, we discuss on relationships among finite type invariants of Vassiliev,
Goussarov-Polyak-Viro, and us.
A notion of n-trivialities is defined in the following. Let A be a collection of n
pairwise disjoint, nonempty subset that consists of isolated sufficiently small disks
on which unknotting operations are applied. For every subset T of the power set
of A, denote a knot diagram by K(T ) by applying an unknotting operation in
each small disk in T . A knot K is said to be n-trivial if there exists T such that
K(∅) is a diagram of K and K(T ) is a knot diagram of the unknot. By replacing
the unknotting operation, crossing changes, with virtualization (forbidden moves,
resp.), we have a notion of “n-similarity” corresponding to invariants of Goussarov-
Polyak-Viro (our invariant, resp.) that is called GPVn-similar (Fn-similar, resp.).
In this paper, we give infinitely many pairs of n-similar classical knots of each
GPV-order n. We also obtain infinitely many pairs of n-similar virtual knots of
each F -order n. We show that if a virtual knot K is n-similar to another virtual
knot K ′ by F -order, then K is n-similar to K ′ by GPV-order.
In this paper, we show that the set of invariants of F -order ≤ n + 1 is strictly
stronger than those of F -order ≤ n and that of GPV-order ≤ 2n + 1. To obtain
the result, we show that the set of virtual knot invariants of F -order ≤ n contains
every Goussarov-Polyak-Viro invariant of GPV-order ≤ 2n+ 1. It implies that the
set of virtual knot invariants of F -order is a complete invariant of classical and
virtual knots because it is known that the set of Goussarov-Polyak-Viro invariants
are complete invariants of classical and virtual knots.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Virtual knots and local moves. Suppose that f : S1 unionsq · · · unionsq S1︸ ︷︷ ︸
µ
→ R3 is
a smooth embedding, and the image f(S1 unionsq · · · unionsq S1︸ ︷︷ ︸
µ
) is called a µ-component link.
We say that two µ-component link diagrams L0 and L1 are isotopic if there exists
an isotopy ht : R3 → R3, t ∈ [0, 1], with h0 = id and h1(L0) = L1. Let L be a µ-
component link and p a regular projection R3 → R2, i.e., p(L) is generic immersed
plane closed curves. In particular, every self-intersection of the image p(L) is a
transverse double point. Then, the image p(L)(⊂ R2), up to plane isotopy, with
over/under information of each double point is called a diagram of L. if µ = 1, a
µ-component link diagram is called a knot diagram or a classical knot diagram, and
a µ-component link is called a knot or classical knot.
We define a µ-component virtual link diagram as a µ-component link diagram
having some virtual crossings (right) as well as real crossings in Fig. 1 (left). Two
µ-component virtual link diagrams are equivalent if one can be transformed from the
other by a finite sequence of generalized Reidemeister moves in Fig. 2. We call the
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equivalence class of µ-component virtual link diagrams modulo the generalized Rei-
demeister moves a µ-component virtual link. In particular, if µ = 1, a µ-component
virtual link diagram is called a virtual knot diagram, and a µ-component virtual
link is called a virtual knot. A virtual knot diagram is pointed if it is endowed with
a base point that is not a double point. Generalized Reidemeister moves away from
the base point imply an equivalence relation for pointed virtual knot diagrams, and
each equivalence class is called a long virtual knot.
real virtual
Figure 1. Crossing types.
( I ) (II) (III)
(V I) (V II) (V III)
(V’ III)
Figure 2. Generalized Reidemeister moves.
By definition, a virtual knot diagram is the image of a generic immersion from
S1 into R2. Let K be a (long) virtual knot and DK a (long) virtual knot diagram of
K. Then, DK is regarded as the image of a generic immersion S1 → R2. A (based)
Gauss diagram for DK is the preimage of DK with chords, each of which connects
the preimages of each real crossing. We specify over/under information of each real
crossing on the corresponding chord by directing the chord toward the under path
and assigning each chord with the sign of the crossing (Fig. 3).
It is well-known that there exists a bijection from the set of (long) virtual knots to
the set of equivalence classes of their (based) Gauss diagrams modulo the generalized
Reidemeister moves of (based) Gauss diagrams as shown in Fig. 4. We identify a
(long) virtual knot with an equivalence class of (based) Gauss diagrams, and we
freely use either one of them depending on situations in this paper.
+ 1 - 1
Figure 3. The sign of a real crossing.
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Figure 4. Generalized Reidemeister moves of Gauss diagrams for
virtual links.
Definition 1 (Gauss diagram formula). Let D be the set of (based) Gauss diagrams
and let D ∈ D. A sub-Gauss diagram of D ∈ D is a (based) Gauss diagram obtained
by ignoring some chords of D. Then, we write D′ ⊂ D to mean D′ is a sub-Gauss
diagram of D. Define a map J : D → ZD by
J (D) =
∑
D′⊂D
D′,
where the sum is over all sub-Gauss diagrams of D. Extend the map J to ZD
linearly. On the generators of ZD, define (D,E) to be 1 if D = E and 0 otherwise.
Then, extend (·, ·) bilinearly. Put
(1) 〈A,D〉 = (A, J (D)) ,
for any D ∈ D and A ∈ ZD. The map 〈A,D〉 (D ∈ D, A ∈ ZD) is called a Gauss
diagram formula for virtual knots.
Let K be a virtual knot and DK a diagram of K. Suppose that a virtual knot
diagram DK and the virtual knot diagram with no double point are equivalent
under generalized Reidemeister moves. Then, K is called the unknot. Let DK
be a virtual knot diagram. Then, a local move is a replacement of a sufficiently
small disk d(⊂ R2) on D(⊂ R2) by another disk d′(⊂ R2) such that ∂d = ∂d′ and
(R2 \ d) ∪ d′ gives a virtual knot diagram. For a virtual knot diagram, the type
of local move shown in Fig. 5 is called virtualization. Every local move shown in
Fig. 6 is called a forbidden move. Note that a notion “forbidden move” consists of
the two local moves, as shown in Fig. 6. Let M be a local move. Suppose that any
virtual knot diagram is transformed into the virtual knot diagram with no double
points by a finite sequence of local moves belonging to a notion M and generalized
Reidemeister moves. Then, M is called an unknotting operation for virtual knots.
Figure 5. Virtualization.
In the rest of the paperer, if there is no confusion, a long virtual knot (based
Gauss diagram, resp.) is simply called a virtual knot (Gauss diagram, resp.).
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OF LF 
Figure 6. Forbidden moves consisting of type OF and type LF .
2.2. Invariants of GPV-order and F -order.
Fact 1 (Goussarov, Polyak, and Viro [5]). Virtualization is an unknotting operation
for virtual knots.
Fact 2 (Kanenobu [8], Nelson [13]). The pair OF,LF of forbidden moves is an
unknotting operation for virtual knots.
Definition 2 (triangle). Let DK be a virtual knot diagram (⊂ R2). For DK , if
there exists a disk (⊂ R2) which look like one of Fig. 7, the disk is called a triangle.
For every triangle, the sign of the triangle is defined as shown in Fig. 8. Note that
triangles consist of the four types. When we would like to specify the sign of a
triangle, the triangle is called an -triangle ( = +,−). We call a triangle with the
opposite sign to  a (−)-triangle.
OF LF
Figure 7. Triangles (four types).
triangles
OF
 
or LF OF or LF
+ - + -
Figure 8. Signs of triangles. Dotted curves indicate the connec-
tions of virtual knot diagrams.
Definition 3 (Finite type invariants of GPV-order). Let VK be the set of the
virtual knots. Let G be an abelian group. Let v be a function VK → G. We
suppose that v is an invariant of virtual knots. The function v : VK → G is called
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a finite type invariant of GPV-order ≤ n if for any virtual knot diagram D and for
any n+ 1 real crossings d1, d2, . . . , dn+1,
∑
δ
(−1)|δ|v(Dδ) = 0,(2)
where δ = (δ1, δ2, . . . , δn+1) runs over (n+ 1)-tuples of 0 or 1, |δ| is the number of
1’s in δ, and Dδ is a diagram obtained from D by applying a virtualization to di
with δi = 1.
If v is a finite type invariant of GPV-order ≤ n and is not a finite type invariant
of GPV-order ≤ n− 1, v is called a finite type invariant of GPV-order n, and v is
denoted by vGPVn .
Let VD be the set of virtual knot diagrams and Z[VD] the free Z-module gen-
erated by the elements of VD. By the following formal relation (3), we introduce a
semi-virtual crossing, and a diagram having some semi-virtual crossings.
:= −(3)
Any virtual knot invariant extends to formal linear combinations of virtual knot
diagrams by linearity. Under the identification (3), the alternating sum in the left
hand side of the equality (2) becomes the value of v on a virtual knot with n + 1
semi-virtual crossings. Thus, a virtual knot invariant has GPV-order at most n if its
extension vanishes on every a diagram having at least n+ 1 simi-virtual crossings.
Definition 4 (Finite type invariants of F -order). Let VK be the set of the virtual
knots. Let G be an abelian group and v a function VK → G. We suppose that v
is an invariant of virtual knots. The function v : VK → G is called a finite type
invariant of F -order ≤ n if for any virtual knot diagram D and for any n + 1
disjoint triangles d1, d2, . . . , dn+1,
∑
δ
(−1)|δ|v(Dδ) = 0,(4)
where δ = (δ1, δ2, . . . , δn+1) runs over (n+ 1)-tuples of 0 or 1, |δ| is the number of
1’s in δ, and Dδ is a diagram obtained from D by applying a forbidden move to di
with δi = 1.
If v is a finite type invariant of F -order ≤ n and is not a finite type invariant of
F -order ≤ n− 1, v is called a finite type invariant of F -order n, and v is denoted
by vFn .
Let VD be the set of virtual knot diagrams and Z[VD] the free Z-module gen-
erated by the elements of VD. By the following formal relation (5) and (6), we
introduce a semi-triple point, and a diagram having some semi-triple points.
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:= − , and(5)
positive negative
:= − .(6)
positive negative
Any virtual knot invariant extends to formal linear combinations of virtual knot
diagrams by linearity. Under the identification (5) and (6), the alternating sum in
the left hand side of the equality (4), becomes the value of v on a virtual knot with
n+ 1 semi-triple points. Thus, a virtual knot invariant has F -order at most n if its
extension vanishes on every a diagram having at least n+ 1 simi-triple points.
2.3. GPVn-similarity and Fn-similarity.
Definition 5 (GPVn-similar, GPVn-trivial). Let K and L be virtual knots and
K˜ (L˜, resp.) a virtual knot diagram of K (L, resp.). Suppose that Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n)
is a non-empty set of some real crossings of K˜ or L˜. We say that K and L are
GPVn-similar if there exist {Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n)} satisfying two conditions:
• Ai ∩Aj = ∅ (i 6= j) for every pair i and j, and
• by replacing real to virtual at every crossing of any nonempty subfamily of
{Ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}, L˜ is obtained from K˜ or K˜ is obtained from L˜.
In particular, if a virtual knot K and the unknot are GPVn-similar, K is GPVn-
trivial.
Definition 6 (Fn-similar, Fn-trivial). Let K and L be virtual knots, and K˜ (L˜,
resp.) a virtual knot diagram of K (L, resp.). Let Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n) be a non-empty
set of disjoint triangles in K˜. We say that K and L are Fn-similar if there exist
{Ai (1 ≤ i ≤ n)} such that
• Ai ∩Aj = ∅ (i 6= j), and
• L˜ is obtained from K˜ by forbidden moves at the triangles in any nonempty
subfamily of {Ai | 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
In particular, if a virtual knot K and the unknot are Fn-similar, K is Fn-trivial.
In [7], we have the following results.
Fact 3 (Proof of Theorem 1, [7]). Let K be a given virtual knot. For any natural
number n and `, there exists K`n such that K
`
n is a GPVn-similar to K.
Fact 4 ([7]). For any natural number n, there exists Kn such that Kn is a Fn-trivial
virtual knot.
As corollaries, we have Fact 5 and 6.
Fact 5. For any classical knot K, any positive integers `, m, and n (m ≤ n− 1),
and any finite type invariant vGPVm of GPV-order m, there exist infinitely many of
classical knots K`n such that v
GPV
m (K
`
n) = v
GPV
m (K).
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Fact 6. Let O be the unknot. For any positive integers m and n (m ≤ n− 1), and
for any finite type invariant vFm of F -order m, there exists a nontrivial virtual knot
Kn such that v
F
m(Kn) = v
F
m(O).
Here, by using Lemma 1 (Lemma 2, resp.), Fact 3 (Fact 4, resp.) implies Fact 5
(Fact 6, resp.)
Lemma 1 (Lemma 1 of [7]). If K is GPVn-similar to K
′, then
vGPVm (K) = v
GPV
m (K
′) (m < n).
Lemma 2 (Lemma 3 of [7]). If K is Fn-similar to K
′, then
vFm(K) = v
F
m(K
′) (m < n).
3. Main Results
For Fn-similarity, we generalize Fact 4 to Theorem 1.
Theorem 1. Let L be a given virtual link. Let n and ` be positive integers, there
exists L`n such that L
`
n is Fn- similar to L.
Theorem 2. Let vGPVi (v
F
i , resp.) be a finite type invariant of GPV-order i (F -
order i). Then,
{v | v = vGPVi (i ≤ 2n+ 1)} ⊂ {v | v = vFi (i ≤ n)}.
It is known that {v | v = vGPVn (n ∈ N)} is a complete invariant of virtual knots
by [5]. Thus, by Theorem 2, {v | v = vFn (n ∈ N)} is also a complete invariant of
virtual knots.
Proposition 1. {v | v = vGPVm (m ≤ 2(n+ 1))} is a strictly stronger long virtual
knot invariant than {v | v = vGPVm (m ≤ 2n)}. There exist two classical knots K
and K ′ such that the former detects the difference of them and the latter does not.
Theorem 3. For every order, non-trivial finite type invariants of F -order exist.
Further, denoting a finite type invariant of F -order m by vFm, {v | v = vFm (m ≤
n+1)} is a strictly stronger long virtual knot invariant than {v | v = vFm (m ≤ n)}.
There exist two classical knots K and K ′ such that the former detects the difference
of them and the latter does not.
Corollary 1. {v | v = vFm (m ≤ n + 1)} is a strictly stronger virtual long knot
invariant than {v | v = vGPVm (m ≤ 2n+ 1)}. There exist two classical knots K and
K ′ such that the former detects the difference of them and the latter does not.
4. Proof of Theorem 1
To begin with, we recall the definition of the virtual knot bˆ(k), which is intro-
duced by [7] (for the detail of bˆ(k), see [7, Section 4. 2]). Let
A : = A−1 := B := , and B−1 := ,
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and let b(1) = A, b(2) = [B, b(1)], b(4u− 1) = [B, b(4u− 2)], b(4u) = [A, b(4u− 1)],
b(4u + 1) = [A, b(4u)], b(4u + 2) = [B, b(4u + 1)], (u ≥ 1). The closure of b(k) is
defined by Fig. 9.
b b
Figure 9. A braid b and its closure bˆ.
b(k) 
..
. }  -full twist
K 
K=[D] 
# 
b(k) 
..
. 
 
K 
[D # D
n
 ]:=K # K
n
   
K
n
  =[D
n
 ]  
Figure 10. We define K#K`n consisting of virtual knots K and
K`n by the local replacement for their virtual knot diagrams D and
D`n. Square brackets indicate equivalence classes of virtual knot
diagrams.
Next, we start the proof of Theorem 1.
Proof. (Step 1) Let J(L) be a Jones polynomial of a given virtual link L, is defined
by [12, Formula (1)] (in [12], it is denoted by X(L)). Let γ0 = the maximal degree
of the Jones polynomial J(bˆ(n)) (n ∈ N). Let Sγ0 be a Kauffman state with the
maximal degree γ0. Let K
0
n = bˆ(n) and let K
`
n be a virtual knot obtained by
applying `-full twists to bˆ(n). By definition, using Sγ0 , there exists a Kauffman
state implying the maximal degree of J(K`n). Then, the degree is represented by
γ0 + 2`. Thus, K
`
n 6= K`
′
n (` < `
′).
b(k)
b(k)
^ Sγ
0
smoothing
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b(k) 
(b(k),   ) 
Sγ
0
..
. }  -full twist
}
..
. 
..
. 
S′ 
(Step 2) Let L be a given virtual knot and let γ1 be the maximal degree of J(L).
We firstly consider the case that L is a virtual knot, and set L = K. Let D be a
virtual knot diagram and D`n a virtual knot diagram given by bˆ(n) and l-full twists,
as shown in the left half of Fig. 10. Then, let K#K`n be the virtual knot having
a virtual knot diagram D#D`n, as shown in the right half of Fig 10. Then, the
maximal degree of J(K#K`n) is γ1+γ0+2`−1. Here, if γ1+γ0−1 < 0, we replace
γ0 with γ
′
0 + 2`0 by applying `0-full twists, where `0 is a sufficient large. Then, it
implies γ1 + γ
′
0 − 1 ≥ 0 Then, by comparing the maximal degree of K`n and that of
K`
′
n (` < `
′), we have K#K`n 6= K#K`
′
n .
We secondly consider the case that L is a virtual link, but it is easy to extend
the above case to the link case. 
5. High-order of vGPVn and v
F
n : proofs of Theorems 2 and 3
We prepare Lemma 3. Every forbidden move consists of exactly two virtualiza-
tions and generalized Reidemeister moves.
Lemma 3. Let A1 and A2 be the set of real crossings, as shown in Fig. 11. Then,
a single forbidden move is realized by virtualization at the crossings in A1 (A2 or
A1 ∪A2, resp.) up to generalized Reidemeister moves.
A
1
~~
A
2
A
1
ᵳA
2
A
1
A
2
A
1
ᵳA
2
A
1
A
2
A
1
A
2
Figure 11. forbidden move and virtualization
Proof. First, consider OF . If we apply virtualizations to crossings in A1, A2 and
A1∪A2, we have one from the other of OF , as shown in (i), (ii) and (iii) of Fig. 12,
respectively.
Second, if we apply virtualizations to crossings in A1, A2 and A1∪A2 of LF , we
also have one from the other for each case.

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~( i )
(ii)
(iii)
A
1 ~
~~
A
2
~
A
1
ᵳA
2
~
~
~
Figure 12. The deformation of triangles of OF .
(Proof of Theorem 2.) By Lemma 3 and relations (7) and (8),
v
  = v
 + v
 (7)
+ v
 + v
  , and
v
  = v
 + v( )(8)
+ v
( )
+ v
( )
.
Let DTn be a virtual knot diagram with n semi-triple points and let D
S
n a virtual
knot diagram with n semi-virtual crossings.
Then, by the above equations (7) and (8),
vGPV2n+1(D
T
n+1)
(7),(8)
=
∑
DS
2(n+1)
vGPV2n+1(D
S
2(n+1))
by def.
= 0.
Similarly,
vGPV2n (D
T
n+1)
(7),(8)
=
∑
DS
2(n+1)
vGPV2n (D
S
2(n+1))
by def.
= 0.

By Lemma 3, we have Corollary 2.
Corollary 2. If K is Fn+1-similar to K
′, then, K is GPV2(n+1)-similar to K ′.
Let P : Polayak algebra, i.e., GPVn-inv. ∈ P∗n.
Fact 7 ([5]). Let D be any diagram of a virtual knot K. The formula K 7→ I(D) ∈
P defines a complete invariant of virtual knots.
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By using Fact 7, we have Corollary 3.
Corollary 3. The set of finite type invariants of F -order gives a complete invariant
of virtual knots.
Fact 8 ([2]). For n = 1, the coefficient c2n of z2n in the Conway polynomial of a
knot K with the Gauss diagram G is equal to
c2n = 〈C2n, G〉.
The definition of the Conway polynomial is extended to that of long virtual knots
[2, 17]. The invariance of the Conway polynomial of long virtual knots is obtained
by Polyak [17]. This result of Polyak with the skein relation given by [2] implies
that the Gauss diagram formula of [2] are extended to those of long virtual knots.
By the definition of GPV-invariants, we have Proposition 2.
Notation 1. For a Gauss diagram H, let |H| be the number of chords.
Proposition 2. Let G be a Gauss diagram of a virtual knot. Let 〈∑ti=1 λiAi, G〉
be a Gauss diagram formula of a virtual knot and n0 = max{|Ai||1 ≤ i ≤ t}. Then,
〈∑ti=1 λiAi, G〉 is a finite type invariant of GPV-order ≤ n0.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may |A1| = n0 and then we may denote A1
by A in the following. Suppose that a diagram D
(p)
m has p semi-virtual crossings
and m− p real crossings. Let D0 be a virtual knot diagram obtained by replacing
each semi-virtual crossing with the real crossing. Let G0 be a Gauss diagram
corresponding to D0. Suppose that n0 < p.
Note that p chords of G0 are obtained by replacing semi-virtual crossings with
real crossings. Then, if G′ is given by erasing some of p chords of G, we denote the
relation by G′ ≺ G. By definition, if G′ ≺ G, the G′ ⊂ G.
By definition, we have a linear sum of virtual knot diagrams obtained by D
(p)
m
by = − . The linear sum of virtual knot diagrams gives the
linear sum
∑
G′≺G0(−1)|G0|−|G
′|G′. In order to obtain the claim of Proposition 2,
it is sufficient to show that 〈A,∑G′≺G0(−1)|G0|−|G′|G′〉 = 0.
∑
G′≺G0
(−1)|G0|−|G′|〈A,G′〉 =
∑
G′≺G0
(−1)|G0|−|G′|
∑
z⊂G′
(A, z)
=
∑
z⊂G0
∑
G′(z)≺G0
(−1)|G0|−|G′(z)|(A,G′(z))(9)
Let q = |G0| − |z|. Let c1, c2 . . . , cq be real crossings which are erased to ob-
tain z where z ≺ G0. Then, suppose that the crossings witch are added to z
to obtain G′(z) are c′1, c
′
2, . . . , c
′
k ∈ {ci | 1 ≤ i ≤ q}. We define σi(1 ≤ i ≤ q)
by σi = 1 if ci ∈ {c′i | 1 ≤ i ≤ k} and σi = 0 otherwise. Let z(σ1, . . . , σq) =
(−1)|G0|−|z|(−1)−|σ1+...+σq|. It is easy to see that the following claim.
Claim.
z(σ1, . . . , σq) = (−1)|G0|−|G′(z)|.
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Further, Let k = |σ1 + · · ·+ σq|. Then,∑
G′(z)≺G0
(−1)|G0|−|G′(z)| =
q∑
k=0
(−1)q−k
(
q
k
)
.
The right of (9) =
∑
z≺G0
 ∑
0<p−q≤n0
z(σ1, . . . , σq)(A, z)

+ z(σ1, . . . , σp)(A, z) +
∑
p−q>n0
z(σ1, . . . , σq)(A, z)
Here, by the assumption, we have n0 < p, which implies |A| 6= |z|. Then
z(σ1, . . . , σp)(A, z) = 0.
Since |z| > n0 = |A|, ∑
p−q>n0
z(σ1, . . . , σq)(A, z) = 0.
Further, by the above claim again,
∑
G′⊂G0
(−1)|G0|−|G′|〈A,G′〉 =
∑
z≺G0
 ∑
0<p−q≤n
z(σ1, . . . , σq)(A, z)

=
∑
z≺G0
(A, z)
{
q∑
k=0
(−1)q−k
(
q
k
)}
=
∑
z≺G0
(A, z) {1 + (−1)}q
= 0.

(Proof of Theorem 3.) By using Proposition 2, Fact 8, and the following argu-
ment, we have Proposition 1 which implies Theorem 3.
By Theorem 2, c2n ∈ {v | v = vGPV2m (m ≤ n)} ⊂ {v | v = vFm (m ≤ n)}.
Thus, letting λ
(2m)
i (0 ≤ i ≤ m) be coefficients, we have
c2m = λ
(2m)
m v
F
m +
∑
i≤m−1
λ
(2m)
i v
F
i .
In particular,
c2n+2 = λ
(2n+2)
n+1 v
F
n+1 +
∑
i≤n
λ
(2n+2)
i v
F
i .
Here, we suppose that λ
(2n)
n 6= 0, and will prove λ(2n+2)n+1 6= 0 for the induction. By
using the assumption of the induction, there exist coefficients µi (0 ≤ i ≤ m) such
that
c2n+2 = λ
(2n+2)
n+1 v
F
n+1 +
∑
i≤n
µic2i.(10)
If λ
(2n+2)
n+1 = 0, then, for K2n+2, Equation (10) implies
−2 = LHS = RHS = 0,
14 N. ITO AND M. SAKURAI
which implies a contradiction. Therefore, c2n ∈ { v | v = vGPV2n }.

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